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AGENDA ITEM:  4 

 
NORTH WALES FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY 

 
2 December 2014 
 
FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY BUDGET 2015-16  
 
Report by Simon Smith, Chief Fire Officer 
 
Purpose of Report 
 
1 To update members of the Fire and Rescue Authority as to the 

progress in developing the Fire and Rescue Authority’s draft 
budget for 2015-16 and to present the recommendations made by 
the Executive Panel as part of this process.  

 
Background 
 
2 Attached to this paper, as Appendix A, is the budget paper which 

was presented to the Executive Panel of the Fire Authority on the 
27th October 2014. In that paper Members were reminded that the 
Fire Authority has set a frozen budget for the last four years. This 
has required savings of £3 million pounds to be made over that 
period of time in order to meet inflationary pressures.  

 
3 This period has seen the workforce, including operational officers, 

firefighters, community safety and support staff reduce by an 
overall 9%.  Despite these reductions, the Authority continues to 
successfully deliver against its objectives, for example, managing 
to deliver over 22,000 home fire safety checks in 2013-14. This is 
more than significantly larger organisations such as the West 
Midlands and South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authorities. 
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Information  
 
4 On the 8th October 2014 the Welsh Government issued its 

provisional local government revenue and capital settlement for 
2015-16.  Overall, the funding available represented a decrease of 
3.4% or £146 million on the 2014-15 settlement for local 
government, once an adjustment is made for transfers. The impact 
was greater in North Wales with the average reduction in the 
funding of the constituent councils being 3.7% for 2015-16.  

 
5 This continued reduction in funding has influenced the reaction to 

the briefing sessions that have taken place with each local 
Authority, as detailed in the Executive Panel paper paragraphs  
12 to 18. In addition the Chief Fire Officer and Chair have made a 
further presentation to the Flintshire Community Profile and 
Partnership Overview and Scrutiny Committee on the  
17th November 2014. The  Chief Fire Officer, Deputy Chief Fire 
Officer and Chair are due to present to the Conwy Principal 
Scrutiny Committee on the 1st December 2014.  

 
6 The Improvement Plan consultation around the budget strategy, 

which is currently in progress, has generated 179 responses by 
20th November 2014.  The overall opinion (80%) supports the 
maintenance of services and an increase in the levy. The only 
Council to make a written respond to date is Wrexham Borough 
Council. (Appendix 5) They wish to see the Fire and Rescue 
Authority make savings at the same level as those being delivered 
by Councils -3.4% but would be prepared to accept a frozen 
budget.  

 
7 Through the work undertaken by the Improvement Planning 

Working Group, Members have already concluded that any further 
significant savings can no longer be found in either budget line 
reductions or support costs and that any further large scale 
savings would have to be found from reductions in service 
provision.  The Executive Panel paper attached sets out in 
paragraph 10 the potential shortfall in the budget for the next  
5 years is in the region of up to £3.3 million. Savings of £3.3 
million, which is 10% of the budget, would require cuts equivalent 
to 25% of the operational establishment of North Wales. This sum 
could only be achieved by compulsory redundancies, closure of fire 
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stations, the removal of fire appliances from locations across North 
Wales and a fundamental reduction in the current levels of 
community safety work.   

 
8 Members of the Executive panel were also advised that the WG 

had notified North Wales FRA that the revenue element of the 
community fire safety grant for 2015-16 would be reduced by 52% 
and the capital element would be reduced by 50%. Members were 
reminded that they had previously agreed that grants are there for 
specific work and should a grant not be forthcoming then the work 
would also cease. The outcome would be for the FRA to apply for 
a reduced grant and that community fire safety work would have 
to be reduced accordingly.  

 
9 In considering the budget for 2015-16 Members of the Executive 

Panel were asked to examine appendix 4 and decide which of the 
four options they would want to recommend to the Fire Authority 
as a financial plan for 2015-16: 

 
10 Having discussed the various funding pressures and options at 

length, Members of the Executive Panel agreed to make the 
following recommendations to the Fire and Rescue Authority: 

 
• not to reduce the budget to the level of the Aggregate External 

Finance funding; 
• not to reduce the budget by 4% as per Welsh Government's 

expectations; 
• to note the reduction in the community safety grant – revenue 

at approximately £257k and capital at approximately £230k. 
Members were keen that the FRA submits a bid for the reduced 
CFS grant and that work is constructed accordingly with the 
caveat that the Phoenix project is given priority; 

• that, if necessary, the levy is increased by up to the equivalent 
of £1 per head of population.  

 
11 However in order to offset some of the £750k of unavoidable 

budgetary pressures for 2015-16 Members requested that further 
information be presented to the next Authority meeting on the 
following options:  
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• further reduce operational middle managers posts 
• reduction in attendance to automatic fire alarms 
• no longer carry out non statutory duties 
• stop funding Atal Tân.  

 
In accordance with Members wishes further details are provided in 
separate papers to the Fire and Rescue Authority.  
 
Description of  
potential savings 

Amount  Risk factor  

   
Reduction of revenue 
impact on capital 
expenditure because of the 
timing of construction 
work.  

 

£87k Low. There will only be three months of 
construction work on the Wrexham 
project in this financial year 

Non- statutory services Atal 
Tân 

£35k Low. The trustees have decided to close 
the charity at the end of March 2015. 

Non- statutory services  
Rope rescue 

£8k Low. 

Non- statutory services 
Large animal rescue 

£8k Medium. Some reputational risk in rural 
areas. 

Non–statutory services  
Water rescue  

£75k High. Reputational risk, public 
expectation and potential legal challenge 
as a category 1 responder. 

Reduced attendance at 
automatic fire alarms 

£25k Medium. Adverse publicity and potential 
delay in response. 

Further reduce operational 
middle managers posts 

£250k Medium. Lack of resilience to cover a 
number of simultaneous incidents and 
difficulty around re distributing non-
operational workloads. 

 
Recommendations 
 
12 Members are requested to: 
 

(i) note the risks around setting a balanced budget for  
2015-16; 

 
(ii) confirm that they wish the 2015-16 budget to be 

constructed on the basis of the current level of service 
provision; 
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(iii) accept the recommendations of the Executive Panel that if 

necessary, the levy should be increased, up to the 
equivalent of £1 per head of the population; 

 
(iv) confirm which savings options should be implemented in 

2015-16; 
 
(v) on that basis recommend the Authority’s draft budget for 

2015-16.  
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Appendix A 

  AGENDA ITEM: 6 
 

NORTH WALES FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY 
EXECUTIVE PANEL 

  
27 October 2014 
 
FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY BUDGET 2015/16 
 
Report by Simon Smith, Chief Fire Officer 
 
Purpose of Report 
 
1 Members are asked to consider the range of budget options 

contained in this report and provide advice on the way forward in 
preparation for the meeting of the Fire and Rescue Authority on  
15 December 2014, when the Authority is required to set its budget 
for 2015/16. 

 
Background 
 
2 The Authority has, for the last four financial years, adopted a 

strategy of operating with a revenue budget frozen at the level 
agreed in 2010/11, £31.772 million. This strategy was adopted in 
response to the severe economic situation affecting the public sector 
from 2009 onwards.  

 
3 The strategy has resulted in efficiency savings of £3 million over the 

four-year period, just short of 10% of the revenue budget. That level 
of saving has been achieved with minimal effect on the key services 
that the Authority provides i.e. firefighting response and preventative 
services. Appendix 1 clarifies the level of savings to date and the 
areas of activity where those efficiencies were made. Members are 
reminded that, last year, a decision was taken to underpin the 
2014/15 revenue budget by using an £800K creditor sum from the 
Wrexham fire and ambulance station project together with £100k 
from a provision for increased interest rates plus £100k from the 
General Reserve. All of these enabled the Authority to freeze its 
budget for a fourth consecutive year. Staffing reductions throughout 
this period were made in accordance with Members’ requirement 
that there should be no compulsory redundancies. 
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4 Earlier in 2014 the Authority received information in order to 
determine its financial strategy for the next five years. Indications 
were that there would be a budget shortfall of, approximately, a 
further £3.3 million between 2015/16 and 2019/20 given the 
expected pressures from general inflation and the agreed capital 
programme. This figure also assumed not only that pay inflation 
remained at around the existing 1% level but also continuation of 
the existing level of Welsh Government specific grants for 
community safety activities. Regrettably, on 30 September 2014, fire 
and rescue authority chairs in Wales were advised by the Minister for 
Public Services that the level of Community Fire Safety Grant in 
Wales for 2015 would be reduced by 52% in the case of revenue 
provision (£2.138 million reduced to £1.038 million) and by 50% in 
the case of capital grant (£1.339 million reduced to £0.670 million).  

 
5 An additional risk, which is very difficult to budget adequately for, is 

the risk of sudden and unforeseen levels of operational activity 
occasioned by events such as an abnormally dry summer and/or 
extensive localised flooding. The only realistic way to mitigate events 
of this nature where no budget capacity exists is to issue an in-year 
supplementary levy on the local authorities. 

 
6 The Authority’s response to these pressures is contained in the 

2015/16 Improvement Plan which is currently out to consultation. 
 
7 Welsh Government expectations regarding the levels of fire and 

rescue authority funding in Wales are set out clearly (and quoted 
below) in the Project Charter document which is the basis for the 
current work Welsh Government officials are undertaking to review 
the Fire and Rescue National Framework. 

 
“Local authorities, which are by far the largest source of FRA 
funding, have been relatively protected until now but have 
been asked to plan on the basis of 1.5% to 4.5% cuts in cash 
terms from 2015/16 onwards. FRAs must expect to bear at 
least a proportionate share of such cuts and - given the 
demand for many local authority services is rising markedly 
while the incidence of fire is generally falling - probably 
more.” 
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8 The Authority is required to advise the six constituent local 
authorities of the provisional levy for 2015/16 by 31 December 2014. 
This provisional figure may be subject to modification but must be 
confirmed by no later than 15 February 2015. Normally, the 
Authority will agree the provisional budget at its December meeting 
(scheduled for December 15 this year) although it held a special 
budget meeting in 2013 outside of the normal meeting cycle which 
was, at that time, considered useful by both Members and officers. 

 
Information 
 
9 As indicated in paragraph 4 above, the Authority has considered its 

high level budget requirements up to financial year 2019/20. The 
Improvement Planning Working Group, consisting of members of the 
Executive Panel met to discuss the issue on 24 February, 31 March 
and 12 May. Reports detailing the outcome of the Working Group’s 
deliberations were submitted to both the Executive Panel and the full 
Authority on 12 May and 16 June respectively.  

 
10 In essence, Members were informed of a potential budget shortfall in 

the upcoming five-year period of approximately £3.3 million. The 
Chief Fire Officer advised that this shortfall was extremely unlikely to 
be met without an impact on front-line services given the level of 
efficiencies that had already been made in the preceding four years 
(Appendix 1 refers). Members were advised that savings of  
£3.3 million were the equivalent of 25% of the operational 
establishment and that this sum could only be achieved with the loss 
of significant numbers of the workforce, involving the closure of fire 
stations, the removal of fire appliances from locations across North 
Wales and a fundamental impact on the current levels of community 
safety work. The latter has contributed significantly to a reduction in 
demand for operational services in North Wales which is exemplified 
in Appendix 2. As stated above, it is the view of Welsh Government 
that this reduction in demand should be accompanied by a 
consequent reduction in resources. 

 
11 In the Chief Fire Officer’s opinion, the impact on front-line services of 

the projected savings would be disproportionate given the actual 
cash figures involved. Members concurred with this view and, as a 
result, decided to extend the timescale for the existing improvement  
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objective (which seeks to underwrite the level of funding of the 
Service to a maximum of the equivalent of £1 per head of the North 
Wales population in any one year) from three years to five. It is this 
objective that is currently the subject of a consultation exercise.  

 
12 The formal consultation period closes on 9 January 2015 but briefing 

sessions have already taken place with local authorities to advise 
them of the current situation. The briefings were as follows:- 

 
� 9 September 2014:- Presentation by the Chief Fire Officer and 

Deputy Chief Fire Officer to a full, public, meeting of 
Denbighshire County Council. 

 
� 9 September 2014:- Presentation by the Chief Fire Officer and 

Deputy Chief Fire Officer to a private session of Flintshire County 
Council. 

 
� 23 September 2014:- Presentation by the Chair, Chief Fire Officer 

and Deputy Chief Fire Officer to a specially arranged private 
workshop for Wrexham County Borough Council members. 

 
� 24 September 2014:- Presentation by the Chief Fire Officer and 

Deputy Chief Fire Officer to an informal meeting of Gwynedd 
County Council’s cabinet. 

 
� 25 September 2014:- Presentation by the Chair, Chief Fire Officer 

and Deputy Chief Fire Officer to a public meeting of Anglesey 
County Council’s Partnership and Regeneration Scrutiny 
Committee. 

 
� 23 October 2014:- Presentation by the Chair, Chief Fire Officer 

and Assistant Chief Fire Officer Simmons to a specially arranged 
private workshop session for all members of Conwy County 
Borough Council.  

 
13 It will be for each local authority to make its own individual response 

to the consultation but there was, obviously, feedback via 
questioning at each of the presentations, which was noted and is 
summarised in the following paragraphs. 
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Denbighshire County Council 
 
14 Questions centred around the levels of risk in the County and the 

potential impact of service reductions on local communities. Officers 
are not aware of any decision which may have been taken by the 
Council regarding the Improvement Objective although the Chief 
Executive of Denbighshire has written to all Fire and Rescue 
Authority members expressing his strong opposition to the proposal. 

 
Flintshire County Council 
 
15 Officers noted a varying level of response to the presentation with 

some members being supportive of the Objective whilst others had 
some reservations, primarily in the context of the savings targets the 
Council was working to. Officers did not note any outright opposition 
to the proposal. 

 
Wrexham County Borough Council 
 
16 Officers were pleased to note a number of comments supportive of 

the work of the Service whilst taking on board the severe financial 
difficulties that face the Council. Once again, there was no outright 
opposition to the proposal from Council members though it must be 
borne in mind that the attendance was not 100% of the Council’s 
membership. 

 
Gwynedd County Council 
 
17 This presentation was in a different context to the previous ones 

given that it was to the Council’s cabinet. Thus, despite the low 
number of members in attendance, all leading members were 
involved. In addition, Fire and Rescue Authority members were 
invited to be present. Questioning broadly reflected that in previous 
sessions. Concerns were raised about the impact on rural 
communities of any service reductions. Cabinet members were 
anxious to be reassured that the Service had delivered or will deliver 
all possible efficiencies before any reduction in front line services. 
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Anglesey County Council 
 
18 The presentation was to a comparatively small group of members 

and was, unfortunately, restricted due to agenda time constraints. 
The result was that there was less time for questions than in the 
previous sessions. Questioning, once again, was broadly of the same 
nature as with other councils. Members were anxious about the 
potential impact of service reductions at a time when there was 
significant development in Anglesey, most notably the Wylfa project.  

 
Budget 2015/16 Options 
 
19 The most pressing need facing the Authority at this time is to agree 

a budget for the next financial year. To summarise the issues facing 
the Authority:- 

 
• The Authority has received advice that there is a predicted 

budget shortfall over the next five years of approximately  
£3.3 million. This is around 10% of the Authority’s revenue 
budget. 

 
• Savings totalling £3 million have already been delivered without 

affecting front-line services but it is extremely unlikely that this 
will be possible for the next tranche of savings. 

 
• Notwithstanding the Authority’s Improvement Objectives for 

2015/16, and its proposal to maintain existing levels of service 
provision, Welsh Government’s stance is clear that the Authority 
should make budget cuts in proportion to, or greater than, those 
being made by local government. The rationale for suggesting 
proportionally higher cuts is that the incidences of fire have been 
reduced. The Government’s intent has already been highlighted 
by the reductions in specific grant referred to in paragraph 4 
above. 

 
• The provisional local government revenue settlement was 

published on 8 October 2014. The average reduction in 
Aggregate External Finance (AEF) for Wales is 3.5%. The 
average reduction as it applies to North Wales local authorities is 
3.7%. Given the paragraph above, it could be that the 
expectation of Welsh Government for the North Wales Fire and  
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Rescue Authority is a reduction of at least 4% in 2015/16.  
A reduction in the revenue budget of 4% equates to 
approximately £1.27 million. Members are reminded that, unlike 
local authorities, the fire and rescue authorities in Wales are 
unable to raise council tax to mitigate the effects of their budget 
pressures.  

 
• Members are also asked to note the information contained in 

Appendix 3 which details the total of fire and rescue funding for 
North Wales provided by Welsh Government for the financial 
years 2011/12 to 2014/15 inclusive. In addition, the appendix 
also advises of the provisional total for 2015/16 which is the 
same as that for 2014/15. Whilst the Treasurer’s advice to the 
Authority has always been to treat these figures with caution, as 
they are more a mechanism to allocate grant than an indication 
of the need to spend, Members may wish to consider reducing 
the Authority’s budget to this level, the implications of which are 
contained in Appendix 4. 

 
• The position of the six constituent authorities in North Wales on 

potential reductions of this level is unclear at this time with the 
exception of Denbighshire County Council whose position seems 
to be against the proposed Improvement Objective. 

 
20 Appendix 4 gives a selection of budget scenarios ranging from an 

11.6% cut (i.e. reducing the budget to the level of Welsh 
Government grant in the AEF) to an increase in constituent councils’ 
levy in line with the proposed Improvement Objective. In considering 
these scenarios, Members are asked to bear the following issues in 
mind:- 

 
21 Members were issued with a budget options document in 2013 

which detailed the full range of potential items that could reduce the 
budget, together with costs of the existing level of service. It can be 
clearly seen from this range of options that savings in one year of 
the magnitude of £1.27 million will be extremely difficult to achieve. 

 
22 Not least among those difficulties is the time that will be taken to 

implement any agreed cut involving a reduction in the number of fire 
stations and/or fire appliances in North Wales. This not only requires 
a period of formal consultation but, on the assumption that any fire 
station closure or fire appliance reduction is likely to be met with  
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opposition from stakeholders and local communities, there is also the 
need to deal with any process issues that may arise. There is, 
therefore, a risk that any required savings may not be delivered in 
the financial year. 

 
23 The position regarding the Authority’s reserves is that the General 

Reserve (i.e. funds that can be used for unallocated purposes) 
stands at £1.7 million. The Treasurer advises that extreme caution 
should be used when contemplating use of the £1.7 million general 
reserve to underpin the budget as the effect is to increase budget 
pressures by that amount in the subsequent year. In addition, the 
Authority holds earmarked reserves and provisions for specific 
purposes such as pensions and equal pay settlements. These items 
total £2.5 million. Members are reminded that earmarked reserves 
and provisions cannot be used for anything other than their 
designated purpose.  

 
24 Members will be aware from previous discussions, that there is no 

national scheme for voluntary redundancy of firefighters and that the 
Authority has no agreed policy on this matter.  

 
Recommendations 
 
25 That Members consider the range of options contained in this report 

and advise officers which, if any, the Panel recommends to the 
meeting of the Fire and Rescue Authority on 15 December 2014, 
when the Authority is required to set its budget. 

 
26 That Members indicate whether or not they would wish to see a 

further meeting of the full Authority, specifically to discuss the 
budget issues, called on a date prior to 15 December. 
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BUDGET SAVINGS BETWEEN 2011/12 AND 2014/15 

 
In summary, savings were applied across the whole Service, but in such a way that 
the impact on the public would be as low as possible. 
 
In 2011/12 (Year 1) 

• £200,000 cut from individual budget lines, discontinuing completely or scaling 

them down.  

• £50,000 cut from the Community Fire Safety budget. 

• £90,000 cut from the Support Staff budget. 

• £460,000 cut from the Operational Management budget by reducing the 

number of officers.   

• £30,000 cut from the Control budget by restructuring its staffing 

arrangements.   

 
In 2012/13 (Year 2) 

• Individual budget lines were again cut or scaled down, releasing a further 

£150,000. 

• Another £50,000 cut from the Community Fire Safety budget. 

• Another £90,000 cut from the Support Staff budget.  

• £500,000 released from the Operational Firefighters’ budget by changing the 

way shifts were rostered for duty, reducing the number of wholetime 

firefighters required by 10%.  

 
In 2013/14 (Year 3) 

• Individual budget lines were cut or scaled down for a third time, releasing a 

further £70,000. 

• Another £50,000 cut from the Community Fire Safety budget. 

• Another £180,000 cut from the Support Staff budget.  

• A further £500,000 released from the Operational Firefighters’ budget, by 

changing the way shifts were rostered for duty (as above). 

  
In 2014/15 (Year 4) 

• A one off underpinning of  the budget by using a creditor of £800,000 which 

was no longer needed and £100,000 from general reserves and £100,000 

from a provision for an increase in interest rates. 
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Total fires per 10,000 population 

 

 
 
 

2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14

NWFRS 65.64 61.54 68.07 54.51 50.42 49.23 48.07 45.98 34.02 34.99

MWWFRS 82.88 76.92 81.26 75.62 61.19 57.22 63 50.61 36.21

SWFRS 103.82 95.06 103.16 97.68 73.67 72.83 79.76 59.12 39.28
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Aggregate External Finance (AEF) Funding for Fire 
 
 

 
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16* 

Anglesey 3,155,000 3,144,000 3,133,000 2,819,000 2,819,000 

Gwynedd 5,416,000 5,390,000 5,365,000 4,935,000 4,935,000 

Conwy 5,104,000 5,084,000 5,064,000 4,660,000 4,660,000 

Denbighshire 4,479,000 4,477,000 4,475,000 3,841,000 3,841,000 

Flintshire 6,843,000 6,809,000 6,775,000 6,196,000 6,196,000 

Wrexham 6,145,000 6,141,000 6,137,000 5,636,000 5,636,000 

£31,142,000 £31,045,000 £30,949,000 £28,087,000 £28,087,000 

* provisional figure 
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Funding Pressures 
 
Unavoidable 
 

Pay increase at 1% £180k 

General inflation on certain budget lines £170k 

Revenue effect of agreed capital 
programme 

£400k 

Total £750k 

 
Discretionary 
 

Reduction in community safety grant funding (Revenue) approx £257k 

Reduction in community safety grant funding (Capital) approx £230k 

Reduce by 4% as per Welsh Government's expectations £1.270m 

Reduce to the level of the Aggregate External Finance 
funding  (£31.772m - £28,087m) 

 

 

£3.685m 

 
Potential Alternatives to Fund the Above Options 
 

Option Value Risk Level Appliance 
Reduction 

Station 
Closure 

Compulsory 
Redundancy 

Increase Levy by the 
equivalent of £1 per 
head of population 

£690k Medium- 
Low 

No No No 

Further reduce 
operational middle 
managers posts 

Up to 
 £500k 

Medium-
High 

No No Yes 

Reduction in 
attendance to 
automatic fire 
alarms 

£50k Low No No No 

No longer carry out 
non statutory duties 

£35k Medium 
(reputation) 

No No No 

Stop funding 
Firebrake Wales 

£35k Low No No No 

Closure of a 
Retained Duty 
System (RDS) 
station 

£100k  
per 

station 

Medium Yes Yes Yes 

Removal of a RDS 
appliance from 
wholetime/day 
crewed station 

£74k  
per 

appliance 

Medium Yes No Yes 

Removal of a 
wholetime appliance.  

£1.2 m  
per 

appliance 

High Yes No Yes 



Councillor Mark Pritchard 
Leader of the Council 

 

Y Cynghorydd Mark Pritchard 
Arweinydd y Cyngor 
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                       Appendix 5 

Your Ref:   

Our Ref: MP/MO/AMP  

17 November, 2014 
 

North Wales Fire and Rescue Authority 
Fire and Rescue Service Headquarters Ffordd Salesbury 
St Asaph Business Park 

St Asaph LL17 OJJ 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 
 

Consultation on the level of Fire and Rescue Services 

provided in North Wales 2015/16 and beyond 
 

Thank you for attending a Member Workshop on 23 September to enable Members to 
understand the financial options going forward for your service . Clearly Wrexham Councillors who are 
also Fire Authority Members will respond directly at your meetings. 
 

In terms of your public consultation, then the Council provides the following observations in 
response to the three options you have outlined . 
 

• Generally Councils have received a settlement with a cut of -3.4% with only School services 
receiving any protection. Consequently , it is difficult to see why the Fire and Rescue Service could 
not achieve the same level of efficiency savings as those being delivered by Councils. Any 
variation from this position resulting in a lower reduction for the Fire and Rescue Service would 
result in other mandatory Council services being cut on a £ for£ basis. It was anticipated that the 
Fire and Rescue Service would deliver option 2, and mirror the changes to the Local Government 
Financial Settlement.  

• Considering the document and listening to what you outlined at the All Member Workshop , then 
as a maximum position a freeze on the budget may be considered . This is outlined in option 1. 
Members were keen to explore the possibilities of protecting funding within the Wrexham area but 
you explained that this would not be practical for what is a North Wales Service. 

• Option 3 is not an option the Council would support given the direct impact there would be on 
Council services . 

 

In summary, the Council would prefer option 1, but recognises that option 2 may be possible 
depending on the views of other North Wales Authorities . 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to your consultation. 
 

Yours faithfully 
 

 

Councillor Mark Pritchard 

Leader of the Council and 
Lead Member for Governance, Corporate Support Finance and Planning 

 
 


